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Who the hell am I?
After 20 years as a digital PR, James Crawford knows more 
than most about the value of links and their contribution to 
building online search visibility. 
His agency, PR Agency One, was set up in 2011 to take 
advantage of the “PR for SEO” gap in the market and to use 
analytics as a way to measure broader metrics linked to 
brand, organic visibility and conversions. 
Nine years on, digital PR has become an established 
technique. 
As an experienced SEO PR and Digital PR practitioner, 
James has developed a suite of measurement products to 
evaluate outcomes from digital PR, focusing on tracking 
organic visibility, branded traffic and other traffic sources to 
points of conversion either via ecommerce or lead 
generation websites. 
James is also a board director of AMEC, the Association for 
the Measurement and Evaluation of Communication. 
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What is Digital PR?
An online marketing 
strategy used by 
businesses to increase 
their online presence. E.g. 
Digital PR agencies 
liaising with journalists, 
bloggers and influencers 
and using editorial to gain 
high-quality backlinks, 
with the core aim of 
improving Search Engine 
Optimisation. 
Many people know it as 
SEO PR or digital PR 
outreach. 



But… Digital PR has a 
measurement problem: 
an obsession with links 
as a metric.



And before you bring out the pitchforks



https://www.slideshare.net/Jameswdcrawford/seo-and-pr-at-
sascon-2012-online-pr

I’ve been an 
advocate of SEO 
PR and link 
building for over a 
decade. I know the 
value of links and 
we’ll look at them 
later.



If we just focus on link the 
true commercial objectives 
and impact are often 
overlooked. 



It is a problem because

Focusing just on links is 
moving PR down the 
value chain.
We become suppliers, not
consultants.
The further from the c-
suite, the less valuable 
the service.



The briefThe briefThe Solution



The Solution
Focus on real 
digital outcomes 
which are driven 
by links, referral, 
search visibility, 
conversions and 
sales. 





WWhat can 
we 
measure? 



WMedia coverage
Links
Visibility / rankings
Brand
Reputation
Social media
Qualitative feedback
Site traffic
Goals / conversions
Revenue
And of course…. BUSINESS OUTCOMES



W

Let’s take a deeper look at links



Links are very important as a ranking 
factor



W

The golden rule: Links are NOT an 
outcome! 



WBut if we are going to measure links as an 
output then we need to know:

Follow vs NoFollow.

Link Authority (DA, TF, DR etc).

Thematic relevance.

Avoiding traps, e.g. affiliate links.

NoFollow at a Robots.txt level.



Tools we can use



Don’t just rely on toolsDon’t just rely on tools.

Use your own data.

Commission your own research.



Use the AMEC Framework to FRAME the 
conversation



Get in touch!
Twitter: @jamescrawford
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jameswdcrawford/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jameswdcrawford/

